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Girliness and Power 

How the ‘girly girl’ has been underestimated and is far more complex            

than she seems. 

By Sadie Russell 

 

The 'girly girl' has been a trope present in         

pop culture for a while now. For much of         

history, ideals of femininity and beauty      

have been praised in women, but more       

recently girls and women have been      

mocked and criticised for displaying     

these same traits.  

As early as Jane Austen, and as       

recently as Twilight, girls and women who       

conform to gender roles or show 'girly'       

characteristics have been labelled as     

weak, shallow and anti-feminist. Placed as      

a side-kick to the more interesting      

tomboy, the girly girl has been unfairly       

overlooked. Teenage girls are especially     

targeted, as ‘girliness’ is viewed as      

adolescent. Time and again, we have seen       

middle-aged men dressing   

up and acting like a     

teenage girly girl construed    

as comedy (in Summer    

Heights High for example),    

delegitimizing the  

complexity of being a    

young woman in the 21st     

century. As a result we are not taken        

seriously in the media as more than just        

shallow caricatures. 

 

In reaction to this, teen culture has, in the         

last few decades, ensured teenage girls      

are portrayed as anything other than girly       

- as if she must present as more masculine         

to be worthy of complexity and      

relatability. Think Katniss Everdeen in The      

Hunger Games or Margo in Paper Towns.       

These characters are written distinctly     

unfeminine'; on the whole disinterested in      

aesthetic beauty, boys or female     

friendships. Instead, they value    

independence, intelligence and danger.    

Although girls and women have every      

right to these values - and they are        

incredibly important - by disassociating     

strong female characters from typically     

feminine traits the message appears to be       

that a girl cannot be strong and girly - that          

femininity is inherently weak. 

 

Second wave feminism in the seventies      

fought for women's   

right to do   

everything a man   

could do. Achieving   

the rights to join the     

army, to work and to     

be independent - all    

very important -   

could be considered joining a man’s      

world. However, we have never truly      

rejected the idea that femininity is      

weakness, and to some extent 20th      

century feminism focused on allowing     

women to overcome femininity and the      

harmful gender roles it amounted to. I       

think that this has led to a more accepting         
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(but still imperfect) stance of masculinity      

in women. However, if we consider      

instead views on femininity in men, the       

general perception is negative, suggesting     

that femininity is still seen as categorically       

worse than masculinity. This means we      

can see girls being discouraged from      

stereotypically girly toys (dolls, makeup     

etc) in favour of more boyish pursuits       

(cars and superheroes), placing these     

above traditionally feminine interests. Not     

only does this discourage girls from      

femininity - it also applies to boys and        

other genders; effectively reinforcing the     

idea that feminine is inferior. 

 

In fact, girly interests    

are incredibly  

important to society.   

Currently around  

555,000 people are   

employed in  

fashion-related jobs.  

In 2019, L’Oreal   

made £25.4 billion in revenue. ‘Girly’      

money contributed hugely to the     

economy and its importance should not      

be underestimated. 

 

Of course, some of the more shallow       

‘girly’ traits shouldn’t be celebrated.     

Glorifying consumerism, gossip and    

obsessing over boys is not what I’m       

talking about. This teenage, bitchy,     

self-obsessed and incredibly vain    

character I would argue does not exist in        

real life. Equally, she is normally      

presented as wealthy, white and straight,      

which contributes to the dissociation of      

less privileged women with femininity in      

mainstream media. 

 

A great, and arguably less reductive       

example of a girly girl would be Elle        

Woods from Legally Blonde. Her shallow      

girliness changes over the film, becoming      

a source of empowerment in her life and        

others’, instead of holding her back. On       

the flip side, characters such as Karen in        

Mean Girls feed into this     

idea that to be girly is to be        

unintelligent and essentially   

ridiculous. 

 

Stereotypically feminine  

characteristics such as   

sensitivity, gentleness and   

friendship all take a lot of      

strength, and to mock and ridicule girls for        

being these things is wildly unfair.      

Patronising girls for liking fashion and      

pretty things is equally ridiculous. Being a       

student at EGA has taught me about the        

importance of teenage girls’ ideas and      

perspectives, and we are a force more       

complex and important than the media      

would have us believe.  
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Representation in the media.  

Media has the power to shape an audience’s knowledge and understanding           

about important topics, making it instrumental in influencing ideas and          

attitudes. 

By Sarina Movahedi 

 

Media representation has the power to      

shape our knowledge and understanding     

of the world, making it powerful in       

influencing ideas and attitudes. Broad     

and inclusive representation opens doors     

to new opportunities for minorities to      

shine and be heard; opportunities which      

otherwise would be denied.  

 

A society characterised by ideas and views       

which are consistently heard from the      

same, or similar, groups of people, is a        

society which abstains from growth and      

progress. When the   

same voices are   

being heard over and    

over again,  

conversations never  

progress and the   

world is never   

challenged. 

 

Better representation in the media could      

help break this formulaic approach. By      

creating a platform which frees people      

from holding inaccurate assumptions,    

misconceptions and stereotypes.  

 

One example of this can be      

‘orientalism’. ‘Orientalism’ is the    

stereotypical representation of Asia and     

the Middle East in a manner which       

embodies the colonialist attitude: the     

West is portrayed as modern and civilised       

whereas Asia and the Middle East are       

represented as exotic,   

uncultured and, at   

worst, barbaric. An   

example of the   

patronising portrayal of   

Middle Eastern culture   

can be seen in the     

popular pantomime  

Aladdin wherein  
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Arabians are depicted hunting Aladdin, a      

poor street rat, down with swords. The       

1992 Disney film even begins with a song        

called “Arabian Nights” wherein Arabia is      

described as a place where the people       

“cut off your ear if they don’t like your         

face… It’s barbaric, but hey, it’s home.”       

The fact that it is a children’s film is no          

better as it teaches children to assume       

that the Middle East comprises cruel and       

unsophisticated people. Embedding these    

early stereotypes lead to people growing      

up ignorant and narrow-minded with     

regards to other cultures. On a practical       

level, it can be used to justify the denial of          

employment, housing, education and    

other opportunities.  

 

Better representation would give a     

voice to those from minorities and      

underrepresented groups who can help     

break these stigmas, as who better to       

correct and deduce these misconceptions     

than the people who have lived their lives        

fighting them. Indeed, positive    

representation creates relatable and    

powerful role models and sources of      

information.  

 

Representation is not only limited     

to racial minorities but also includes      

women, LGBTQ, disabeled communities    

and those experiencing mental health     

issues. Positive representation not only     

inspires people but also comforts people      

and helps build self-confidence in the      

sense that they are not alone in whatever        

challenges and issues they face.  

 

The benefits of better    

representation in the media are     

incalculable and long-lasting. If we, as a       

society, can learn to appreciate and      

accept our differences, perhaps then we      

can learn to grow and improve together.  
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Life as a woman 1920 vs. 2020: How much         

have things really changed? 
 By Suhana Haque 
 

During the 1920s, also known as the ‘roaring twenties’, people saw women’s rights             

as advanced as they could possibly be. However there were still many things             

women were not able to do that would seem absolutely ridiculous today! 

 

Firstly, women in the 1920s were not able        

to wear what they pleased. Despite 1920’s       

fashion being dominated by the flapper      

style accompanied by the iconic bobbed      

haircuts, even the most ‘modern’ western      

countries like the USA women still faced       

this issue. For example, in Virginia, a       

legislative bill (which failed to pass)      

attempted to prohibit women from     

wearing "shirtwaists or evening gowns     

which displayed more than three inches of       

her throat," while Utah legislators worked      

to fine women whose skirts were "higher       

than three inches above the ankle."  

 

But how does this compare to 2020?       

There are still some countries in the world        

where women are not free to wear what        

they please even in this day and age. For         

instance in both North Korea and Sudan       

women are not permitted to wear      

trousers. In Sudan in 2014, there was       

outrage as nine women faced 40 lashes       

for the crime of wearing western-style      

slacks! Which I find absolutely horrible.  

 

And it’s not limited to women not being        

allowed to show their skin: the opposite is        

also true in some countries, like France       

where they introduced a “burqa ban” in       

2010, a law that made it illegal for people         

to cover their faces in public. It was        

aimed at everything from motorcycle     

helmets to hoods and balaclavas, the law       

has been widely criticized as     

discriminatory towards Muslim women,    

who wear burqas and niqabs in      

accordance to the Islamic faith.  

As a muslim girl myself, I find this appaling         

as this law forbids some women to follow        

basic principles of their own religion! 

 

Secondly, women were not even allowed      

to have certain types of jobs. Women       

entered the workforce in large numbers      

during World War I, and the return to life         

after the war in the 1920s didn't slow the         

growth of women's employment. But,     

workplace restrictions made it difficult for      

women to find jobs outside of the home.        

For example, women were not allowed to       

work as taxi drivers, pool hall workers, or        

bowling alley employees. 

 

Today, despite a movement towards     

greater equality, some countries still ban      

women from certain jobs. This is      

particularly prevalent in industries such as      

manufacturing, agriculture,  

transportation, mining, construction,   

energy and water. “Men-only”    

occupations often include job types     

deemed too dangerous or strenuous for      
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women to perform. In Russia, women      

aren't allowed to drive trains or pilot       

ships. In Kazakhstan, women cannot cut,      

eviscerate or skin cattle, pigs or other       

ruminants. General safety concerns are     

the reasons behind some limits on when       

women are allowed to work. Female      

shopkeepers in Mumbai cannot work as      

late as their male counterparts, and      

Malaysian women are not permitted to      

transport goods and passengers at     

night.Now I find this point just plain       

unfair. Why should these poor women      

have to suffer the consequences of the       

other people who had committed vile      

actions towards women? Wouldn’t a     

better solution be to have harsher      

punishments against those who do these      

crimes that make women feel unsafe?  

 

Lastly, women in the 1920s weren’t even       

allowed to dislike housework! (I’d hate to       

see what they’d think of me then!) Electric        

household tools and equipment helped     

ease women of the 1920s from some       

domestic duties, and also reduced the      

time spent on cleaning, cooking, and      

taking care of their homes. Studies from       

the decade suggested women spent 35      

hours per week or more on household       

work. Women of the 1920s were expected       

to embrace their household work as a       

path to self-fulfillment. Advice columns     

and housekeeping experts of the time      

often suggested that women who were      

lucky enough to have fancy appliances but       

still hated housework "suffered from     

'personal maladjustment,'" and women's    

magazines regularly championed women's    

stories of giving up careers or personal       

achievements for a return to 100 percent       

domesticity. 

 

In 2020 the responsibility of housework is       

no longer seen as just a woman’s job, and         

rightfully so. In most countries, and      

women certainly aren’t made to feel      

ashamed of not doing it as was the case in          

the 1920s, in fact it’s quite the opposite        

really; women are now often praised and       

encouraged to go out and get a job rather         

than sitting at home and doing      

housework, being reliant on a man.  

 

Even though there have been huge      

improvements in women’s rights since the      

1920s there’s still more that needs to be        

done! We can not achieve real equality       

until women in 3rd world countries have       

just as many rights as their western       

counterparts. Many women in these     

countries are still having to live the same        

life as they would have in the 1920s, so         

we as a society need to help fight for the          

rights of women all around the world. At        

EGA we are fortunate enough to be in an         

environment that helps support young     

women and their future aspirations so I       

think it is important we help spread this        

support to women all across the globe       

and to those who need it most! 
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Enduring Street Harassment  
By Ayah Kassha 

A major part of being a woman in 2020 is having to endure street              

harassment. This must change.  
 

From local parks and bus stops to       

the streets we walk daily, women      

are facing verbal and physical     

harassment which leaves them    

feeling both ashamed and insecure.     

It also results in men believing that       

this is acceptable and that they can       

get away with it. This must change.  

 

Street harassment includes:   

provocative gestures, honking,   

wolf-whistling, indecent exposures,   

stalking, persistent sexual advances,    

and touching by strangers in public      

areas. YouGov conducted a national     

poll which showed 64% of women      

of all ages had experienced     

unwanted sexual harassment in    

public places and 35% had     

experienced unwanted sexual   

touching. 85% of women ages 18-24      

had faced sexual harassment in     

public places and 45% had     

experienced unwanted sexual   

touching. This is too many.     

Specifically in London, 75% of     

women have had to face     

harassment or violence in public. It      

is unbelievable to think that we live       

in such an evolved society yet      

women are made to feel too scared       

to walk the streets unaccompanied. 

 

Catcalling (consisting of ‘flirtatious’    

comments) is a form of street      

harassment and again it affects too      

many females. Studies show that     

catcalling is never about what     

someone is wearing or what they      

look like. It’s about power.     

Catcalling is commonly   

misconstrued as unimportant with    

some women being told comments     

such as “get over it.” In time, this        

sort of response contributes to the      

idea of blaming the victim and      

pardoning the perpetrator - a     
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concept deeply embedded in    

society. Others believe that    

catcalling is complimentary but    

compliments do not usually incite     

fear nor are they supposed to. And       

compliments are not normally given     

by shouting across the street or      

driving slowly past them. Catcalling     

turns women into objects and can      

lead to violence so any belief that       

it’s “not a big deal” is thoroughly       

incorrect.  

 

Street harassment not only affects     

women but shockingly girls as well.      

In the UK, 90% of girls have been        

harassed before the age of 17 and       

35% of girls wearing school uniform      

have been sexually harassed in     

public. 33% of UK girls who have       

been sexually harassed felt too     

embarrassed to tell anyone. This     

shows that society has tricked girls      

into believing that sexual    

harassment is their fault and not      

only is this wrong, but as these       

young women grow into adults they      

will continue to carry this with them       

and might feel like they can’t speak       

up if they face harassment or worse       

in the future. Girls face street      

harassment from such a young age      

and instead of shaming them, we      

should be supporting them.  

 

Disturbingly, there are currently no     

laws in relation to street     

harassment in the UK. While it is a        

crime to expose yourself to another      

person in a public place, there is       

nothing that specifically relates to     

street harassment, particularly   

verbal. However in Portugal,    

Belgium and Peru the laws state      

that both physical and verbal street      

harassment, including catcalling, are    

criminal offences. So why don’t we      

have anything here in the UK? Well       

the problem is that harassing     

women in public places has been      

normalised and accepted. It’s not     

out of the ordinary if someone calls       

out “cheer up love” of wolf-whistles      

in your direction. But it should be.       

These should not be common     

interactions that women have to go      

through.  

 

We must create awareness for     

street harassment because it is not      

acceptable and needs to stop as      

soon as possible. Objectifying    

women is a mentality that goes      

back years and it might be      

something that is never truly     

abolished. But women should feel     

comfortable in their own skin and      

safe on the streets and learning to       

respect women and girls is the first       

step towards that. 
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On the tail of net-zero. 
How is London coping with climate change? An insightful interview from           

Rick Curtis - a representative of the Mayor of London. 
 

Amidst the 2020 US elections, covid, and financial crisis, Mr Curtis tells us             

how London is coping, giving us an insight on the Mayor’s incredible plan:             

a plan to shape London towards a net zero carbon emitting future by             

2050. Thank you to Mr Curtis for his time, devotion and hard work. 
 

Lucy: Could you tell us the sort of       

things the mayor’s office have been      

doing so far to cut down on London’s        

total energy, emissions, carbon    

intensity and how can we improve      

them even more?  

Mr Curtis: The Mayor has put in place a         

number of policies and programmes     

that will help London reduce its energy       

use, and cut its carbon footprint, such       

as: several large scale energy retrofit      

programmes – providing a range of      

support to help London’s buildings     

become more energy efficient. A range      

of programmes help London’s homes,     

and larger buildings too – including      

schools and hospitals. 

Support to increase the amount     

of new renewable energy generation in      

London. This includes (for example)     

providing support to Londoners to put      

solar panels on their roofs (Solar      

Together), supporting community   

energy projects, and providing support     

for larger scale energy projects –      

including heat networks. Heat networks     

can be a really efficient way of       

decarbonising the heat that we use in       

our homes (for space heating and hot       

water). Rather than putting individual     

gas boilers (fossil fuel) in new homes,       

connecting them to a heat network that       

generates heat using a low carbon      

source can be a much more carbon       

efficient and cost effective option. 

Policy commitments supporting   

the uptake of Electric Vehicles (EVs).      

These will improve air quality as well.       

Examples include the Ultra Low     

Emission Zone (ULEZ) which penalise     

polluting vehicles driving in London (and      

thus help incentivise EVs) 

Policy commitments ensuring   

that all new developments in London      

are accelerating a net zero future.      

Running innovative demonstrator   
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projects that test how smart     

technologies and smarter ways of     

collecting and analysing energy data will      

be needed to support decarbonisation.     

These technologies will be essential in      

delivering an integrated energy system     

(across the electricity, heat and     

transport) – and also help end users       

reduce and shift when they use energy       

– away from high    

carbon sources, and   

towards renewables.  

Having said  

all the above, it’s    

important to note   

that the Mayor has    

limited powers to   

determine how far   

and fast London’s   

decarbonisation 

goes.  

 

Lucy: What plans do you have to       

increase decarbonising heat (natural    

gas) and transport (diesel/petrol)?  

Mr Curtis: Let’s start with transport – as        

that’s the easier one. The Mayor made       

a commitment to decarbonise London’s     

transport system. The Ultra Low     

Emission Zone (ULEZ) is one of the       

policies talked about above. In terms of       

EV charging infrastructure (so that the      

vehicles can charge when they need to),       

it’s something the Mayor can influence      

more (rather than the cost and uptake       

of EVs – which is more outside his        

control). 

 Heat – London has some heat      

networks already, and as they’re a great       

way to decarbonise heat at scale (see       

above) there are plans and incentives      

for more. It’s important to note how       

crucial energy efficiency is. This is often       

the first step needed. Many new      

technologies like heat pumps will really      

help the heat network. This is why       

improving the energy efficiency of     

London’s building stock is such a big       

priority for the Mayor. 

Hydrogen may have a role to      

support both the   

decarbonisation of  

heat and transport,   

however it’s not totally    

clear how big it’ll be in      

London.  

Much of London’s   

reduction in carbon to    

date has been due to     

the decarbonisation of   

the national grid. The    

UK has invested a lot in      

technologies like offshore wind and     

large scale solar in recent years. The       

cheaper they become, the more they      

will displace the old existing fossil fuel       

technologies.  

 

Lucy: Are we on track for London to be         

a zero carbon city by 2050?  

Mr Curtis: A good question, and it’s very        

hard to say right now. Currently there       

are some big decisions that the national       

government has been slow to make      

(such as support for large scale energy       

retrofit programmes, and their plans for      

the decarbonisation of heat). 

The Mayor has also recently     

announced his desire for London to be       

zero carbon by 2030 – which means a        

lot of the actions above will need to be         

accelerated even faster!  
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Annachiara and Lucy: Covid-19 has     

shifted our priorities while impacting     

our economy and daily life. To what       

extent do you think coronavirus has      

affected your Net Zero Carbon plan?  

Mr Curtis: Covid has had a number of        

impacts. On a practical level, the      

protective measures put in place to stop       

the spread of covid has meant workers       

have not been able to get into people’s        

homes for much of the year. This has        

meant delays to existing energy     

efficiency retrofit programmes. 

But the biggest impact may yet      

be economic. Covid has had a huge       

impact on the UK economy and it’s not        

clear how this will    

impact London and   

the rest of the UK’s     

decarbonisation 

plans. The  

investment needed  

to support a net    

zero transition may   

need to be   

weighed up against   

other priorities – like the NHS and       

housing for example. These will be very       

hard decisions. Similarly consumers    

might have less money to invest in new,        

more energy efficient appliances (i.e     

fridges and washing machines), or     

things like electric cars. 

 

Annachiara: As far as I understand, this       

project will require huge effort and      

resources. What do you think you’ll      

spend most on and what parts will you        

prioritise? Will this provide financial     

opportunities for Londoners?  

Mr Curtis: While (as you point out)       

effort is needed everywhere – it does       

make sense to prioritise some areas      

ahead of others. Certainly there are      

some areas that the Mayor has more       

ability to influence given    

his current powers, for    

example through  

Transport for London   

(TFL). In fact, London’s    

buses are nearly ready    

to become net zero    

thanks to the electric    

charging infrastructures  

that are in place to     

support that. 

From a cost point of view – as        

mentioned earlier – energy efficiency is      

a great place to start. Many measures       

don’t have to be so expensive – such as         

putting insulation in homes. Without     

them in place first, many secondary      

(often more expensive) measures won’t     

be as impactful. 

The opportunities for Londoners    

is a great question. Most recently, the       

Mayor has talked about a Green New       

Deal for Londoners. His proposals will      

aim to address the climate and air       
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quality emergencies, whilst also    

creating jobs, developing skills and     

supporting a ‘just’ transition to a low       

carbon circular economy. This along     

with other measures aim to ensure the       

Covid recovery is a green one! 

Annachiara: According to wikipedia    

“The median of people perceiving     

global warming as a threat is only       

47%”. This means that the remaining      

53% are unaware that they are in       

danger. How do you think you are       

going to engage and educate all      

Londoners about your plan, targets,     

and most importantly why this matter      

calls for urgency?  

Mr Curtis: Another tough (the million      

dollar) question. While it’s not an easy       

task – the Mayor has a role to set         

ambitious targets and plans, to reach as       

many Londoners as he can. But he can’t        

do it all on his own, and that’s why he          

works with lots of other key      

stakeholders in London. The majority of      

local councils in London have declared      

‘climate emergencies’ in their own     

boroughs. And Londoners, from schools,     

to businesses, to charities all have a role        

to play in raising awareness and making       

the changes needed.  

 

Annachiara: I  

understand that  

everybody should  

play their role to    

achieve this Net Zero    

Carbon target. What   

would you suggest   

that we can start    

working on as a    

school to join you on this journey?  

Mr Curtis: I think schools have a       

particularly important role to play. As      

the next generation of leaders and      

decision makers, it’s essential that     

young people continue to get their      

voices heard. That can include lobbying      

local and national government to     

ensure the larger systemic changes that      

are needed are heard and understood      

by decision makers. 

Schools could make their    

buildings and operations more    

sustainable. Starting with monitoring    

and then improving the energy     

performance of the school’s buildings,     

and finally, making sure that waste is       

minimised where possible.  

 

Annachiara: Some of our world leaders      

prefer to ignore the scientific evidence      

that clearly demonstrates climate    

change is a real threat to humanity.       

How will you ensure that this plan will        

continue to thrive in the future     

regardless of the various views of      

opponent parties?  

Mr Curtis: This is a very hard question        

to answer. If we can all help raise        

awareness then hopefully people will be      

informed enough to vote for politicians      

that do care about    

the future of the    

planet. 

However, as we’ve   

seen in recent   

elections, this is   

challenging and  

there’s a bigger   

question here about   

the way information   

is generated and disseminated    
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throughout society. I like to believe that       

when people are informed and armed      

with accurate information, they’d be     

then inclined to act (positively).  

However as you note there are      

currently many voices that aren’t     

reporting on all facets of climate change       

very accurately or honestly. Often these      

might be political, media or commercial      

news outlets that might have another      

agenda. What’s more, things like social      

media (and their   

algorithms) only  

proliferate this  

problem. This only   

creates more  

polarisation across  

groups, and means   

climate change  

becomes ever more   

politicised. But, I’m   

hopeful we are aware of what’s      

happening now, and soon governments     

will find ways to address this problem.       

It’s critical that we all try to evaluate the         

credibility of sources before deciding     

what is a ‘fact or not’. The most reliable         

facts are those that have been peer       

reviewed by scientists and those     

published from reputable organisations    

(with no conflicts of interest). 

 

 

Annachiara: The newly-elected US    

president claims that he will reenter      

the Paris agreement - after the former       

withdrew - targeting net zero carbon      

emissions by 2050. Do you think that       

this will be beneficial for the UK?  

Mr Curtis: It will be very important. The        

US is one of the biggest emitters of        

GHGs, and so I believe (like the UK) has         

a responsibility to lead global     

decarbonisation efforts. If the US isn’t a       

signatory it makes it    

much harder to   

convince other  

nations (who perhaps   

haven’t had the   

chance to benefit   

from cheap fossil   

fuels historically) to   

act boldly  

themselves. 

 

We think that there are many things       

you can reflect on from this interview,       

and even more things to look forward       

to. But remember, that each and every       

one of us should be playing our part        

because at the end of the day, it’s OUR         

world. We also need to be aware that        

we all have a ‘footprint’ and we’re       

responsible, as individuals, for it. We      

know there will always be challenges      

to face with new people, and new       

technologies, but the unpredictability    

is all part of the excitement of this net         

zero carbon journey! 

*These are Mr Curtis’ own personal      

opinions and not those of the Mayor of        

London, nor the Greater London     

Authority (GLA), and should be stated      

as such. 
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Highly commended poetry from the National Poetry Day Competition. 
 

Abandoned chaos 

By Annachiara Senatore 
 
I taste the pungent, poisonous taste of war 
Shredded rags strewn across the floor 
An explosion of wounded pens on an  abandoned school desk 
A cascade of bullets in shades of reds and pinks to apply in the mirror 
The cupboards have been stripped bare of their crumbs 
The tv blares with the chaos in Syria 
Their heads shake with disapproval 
They say: “Look, I’m sorry but it’s not my fault!” 
There’s a pile of books that have turned to rubble 
There are brothers, sisters and wives that have been trapped under bricks of my memories. 
They say: “Don’t worry about them, they're just collateral damage.” 
There’s also a suitcase with silver lining that once belonged to us, 
but it remains half-packed,half-opened,half-dead. 
Maybe, just maybe I should tidy my room… 

Rain Our Saviour 
Farida Sheik-Ali 

The sun shines brightly,  

In the beautiful, blue sky, 

Showering heat, 

Over anyone who passes by, 

Exhaustion and tiredness, 

Is how people lived, 

Wishing for a saviour, 

To save everything, 

Plip - Plop, Plip - Plop, 

I hear a sound, 

Clattering, all around, 

Here comes our saviour, 

Here comes our Queen, 

Rescuing us, 

Restoring all of our hopes and dreams, 

Rain, rain, beautiful rain, 

You're welcome back, anyday. 
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‘Falling’ in love 
By Sabria Khairzada 
 
Well now really when we go back into falling in love.And say,it’s            
crazy.Falling.You see?We don’t say “rising into love”.There,though,is the idea of          
‘falling’.Love.That can also mean many things,negatively and positively.If we go          
more into that,we see ourselves either in a world of fantasy,living the life of              
sleeping beauty or in a much deeper way,in which the ‘falling’ would mainly come              
in.You see,love is like something addictive,that takes time for you to recover            
from,like smoking,for example.The feeling,taste,smell,the pleasure and joy of        
it,like first seeing someone appealing or attractive to you,thinking,”Oh they’re          
hot”.But then realising the consequences and side effects until where it leads you             
to.Falling,you have found yourself falling into the depths of love,it either feels like             
flying into the skies,gracefully sleeping into the soft clouds of sweet love,or            
sinking,far deep down,as if you were suffocating,hearing your heartbeat in your           
ears,heart now failing,lungs dismantling.It’s not visible in such way,but the feeling           
of it,can be razing,harsh and so pernicious,to getting let down by someone who             
you think loved you,or just someone you loved,that you feel like you have no              
hope,you’ve given up,like you have actually fallen. 
 
 

 

 

Astraphobia 
By Jennifer Smith 

There’s something about the flash of light 
The rumble of thunder 

That just makes me want to hide inside 

Find a bed and crawl under 
 

The way the lightning seems to choose 
Who shall be its target 

The hundreds of volts coming at you 

Is something I shall never forget 
 

 
 
 
 
blessed by the snow queen 
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Blessed by the Snow Queen 
By Ava Watt 
I take foot into the garden. It is magical; snow encrusted rails, gates and a shimmering                

white carpet. I take one long breath and inhale at once the frosty air. It's like a dream,                  

one hazy dream. My footsteps crunch and leave a mark, a crater. The snow glints inside                

it making it look like a geode. 

 

I keep walking, it's truly a sight to behold: the grass tucked in to sleep with a soft                  

blanket of frost, blessed by the snow queen herself, and sung to sleep with a lullaby of                 

birdsong and white noise from the wind. There is a lake. It is almost transparent, more                

like a lagoon. 

It’s crystal drops of beauty gracefully cascade, refracting off the sun itself, like fairydust,              

onto the surface of the water. It is a series of liquid mirrors. It is a crystal orb in which                    

you can get a glimpse of heaven. 

 

I keep walking.  

 

I can feel my scarf on my mouth, I can feel the snow, it's harder and more dense the                   

more I squeeze it, it's cold in my bare hands. I can feel my body heat radiating on to my                    

clothes like a forcefield of warmth around me. I can taste the autumn air, nippy and                

chilly but drowning in sweet, sweet sun. sweet enough to make a dumb man sing. 

 
I keep walking. 
 
Smell the homely aroma of freshly made cocoa        
and pastry and the frosty, icey, coolness,       
radiating from the solid ground, and the       
refreshing crunch of snow under my boots. 
Open mouthed,can see the delicate and      
simple dew drop, perched neatly on a single        
blade of grass, it acts like a magnifying glass so          
that you can see every little detail inscribed on         
its surface. I can see the barely visible string of          
silver hanging from a tree to support a spider,         
it hangs upside down and sways from left to         
right. It's silk is like an angel's hair, silver, and          
shining vigorously but delicately in the broad       
sunlight. Salvation to the mere spider, may the        
raw sun thaw it's frozen abdomen. 
 
I keep walking. 
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Crossword 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Down: 
1. The irrational fear of outsiders. (10) 
3. Expressing people’s fears. (14) 
7. Someone who moves to a new country to live permanently. (9) 
 

Across: 
2. Assumptions of a person or people because of a characteristic. (10) 
3. People who recount news stories. (9) 
5. Repeatedly making a person upset or annoyed. (8) 
6. Bad ______ ______ can lead to depression and anxiety. (12) 
8. Types of skin tones; groups of people with shared traits. (5) 
9. A way to find out information and to keep up with politics; the ____. (4) 
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